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Chapter one
Cinémathèque royale de Belgique
a brief history



4Chapter one - a brief history

born in the 90's
support ended
slow
errors, crashes
no standard at all



5Chapter one - a brief history
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Chapter two
Linked Data
a practical introduction
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Linked Data is easy: only three words you should know!

Chapter two - a practical introduction

Triple
Like in
one, two, triple

URI
The address-thing
in your internet
browser

Ontology
Google says: 
a set of concepts
and categories
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Linked Data knowledge is modeled in "triples"

Chapter two - a practical introduction

D.O.A.

1.
Subject

D.O.A.
D.O.A.
D.O.A.
D.O.A.
D.O.A.

is a

2.
Predicate

published in
has director
written by
genre
still picture

film

3.
Object

1949
Rupolph Mate
Russell Rouse
film noir
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D.O.A.

Subject

http://www.cinematek.be/resource/Film/877920329832560392
is a

Predicate

http://www.w3.org/1999/02/22-rdf-syntax-ns#type
film

Object

http://www.cinematek.be/ontology/Film

Chapter two - a practical introduction

Triples are expressed in URIs, short
for "Uniform Resource Identifiers"

http://www.cinematek.be/resource/Film/877920329832560392

Note: there's no "ID", the entire URI is the ID
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"OK, so the URI is the unique identifier of the film,
but what if two institutions have the same film,
how can it be unique?"

http://www.cinematek.be/resource/Film/D.O.A. http://www.cinetecadibologna.it/resource/Film/D.O.A.

http://www.cinematek.be/resource/Film/D.O.A.

Subject

http://www.cinetecadibologna.it/resource/Film/D.O.A.

Object

owl:sameAs

Predicate

It's linked data, so we just "link" them together
no need for a third unique identifier party like ISAN or EIDR!
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Triples are organized in "ontologies"

Chapter two - a practical introduction

a collection with a home and a boss
(with rules)
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Chapter three
Cinémathèque royale de Belgique
a brief migration
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the future of FoxPro: Linked (Open) Data
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Theatrical release information
les "fiches théoriques"

Storage information
negatives, positives, optical, tape, digital, ...

-

CWS level 1: Work

CWS level 2: Manifestation

CWS level 3: Item

From a two- to three-layered datamodel
Phase
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Define missing fields
Phase

Length of a silent movie
without intertitles

What about fields missing from EN 15907?

Good/bad quality of copy Extra flags
- for museum
- for EFG

FORWARD
copyright info
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Data cleanup
Phase

Extract of the color Systems @CINEMATEK
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Integrate into workflows
Phase

http://www.cinematek.be/resource/Film/D.O.A.

In the end, the ID of the film is just a web address,
so you can encode and open it on any device you want
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Link to other ontologies
Phase

Geonames

Wikipedia

VIAF/Getty/LoC/...

Non-film collections
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Chapter four
Cinémathèque royale de Belgique
a brief demo
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Note
Contact Bram if you
want to get your hands
on this video
(see last slide)
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Chapter five
Linked Data
the next frontier
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What happens when a computer looks at a video file?
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What happens when a human goes to the movies?



25Chapter three - a brief migration

Note
Contact Bram if you
want to get your hands
on this video
(see last slide)
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What happens when a computer goes to the movies?



27Chapter three - a brief migration

Note
Contact Bram if you
want to get your hands
on this video
(see last slide)
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What happens when a computer decides to read the words in a movie?
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Note
Contact Bram if you
want to get your hands
on this video
(see last slide)
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Automatic Analysis + Linked Data = POWAH!

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Person
A person is a being, such as a human, that has certain
capacities or attributes constituting personhood,
which in turn is defined differently by different authors
in different disciplines, and by different cultures
in different times and places.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mobile_phone
A mobile phone is a portable telephone that can make
and receive calls over a radio frequency link
while the user is moving within a telephone service area.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bench_(furniture)
A bench is a long seat on which multiple people
may sit at the same time.
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Chapter six
Cinémathèque royale de Belgique
the ontology
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A new Open Source, Linked Data project by
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Website and documentation under construction

www.stralo.com

Aims of the project:
 
- open source software
- shared development
- free to use, commercial support if needed
- using local installation & infrastructure
- for all database types: film, non-film, media, ...
- attached to external Linked Data ontologies
- broadcast-competitive software quality

http://www.stralo.com
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For the past few months, we've been translating this

into this

The CRB ontology
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It's far from done, but we would like to share version 0.1 with you:

Three goals:

Create a CWS (EN 15907) -compatible ontology at Cinematek

During data cleanup, construct datasets of linked terms

Open-source the above two

Note: datasets will follow shortly, please contact us if you're interested already.

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ctktopoJjQKzvlS0GprYr6zD5eWT-A7ItAawYSd-RSU
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The end

Bruno Mestdagh
bruno.mestdagh@cinematek.be

Bram Biesbrouck
bram.biesbrouck@reinvention.be


